USS Seleya Mission Transcript 11104.10
Mission Number 634
The Last Ones:  Pathways
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Last time on the Seleya:

With everyone prepared for what they could, the crew of the Seleya stopped the Udundian army from attacking the T'naehmshaile and thereby returning to them their timeline, their future, back to them as they knew it with a small change - the scientists of the Ellison outpost are alive and the Plaiades continues to guard.

What other things changed are yet unknown thanks to the CEO saving the life of the Khua and one of the tactical officers killing the General.  Because of the alteration, the history of those worlds were altered.  By how much, only the Guardian of Forever may know.

As the crew stepped through the gateway, they found their ship in orbit waiting for them.  With some explaining to those who would understand the Guardian, they were allowed to return to their ship and head to the nearest starbase for debrief along with the Udundians that returned with them.
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Captain's log, Stardate 11104.10. We have just reported back to Avalon Station for debriefing and R&R, as ordered. The Undundian army is travelling with us since we wouldn't even know where to drop them off. They are here as diplomatic guest and I trust the Federation will honor them and the promises we made.

<<<<<<<<<< Pathways >>>>>>>>>>
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Eyes the crafty Bolian across the table, considering his steep asking price::
TO LtJG Truus says:
::In his quarters::
CO Capt Gomes says:
::In her quarters, kissing her son goodbye:: Ivanova: I have to meet with the Admiral and that might take a while. Can you take William for a walk in the Starbase? He needs a new tricorder.
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::In main engineering making sure the ship is ready for the starbase engineers::
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@Bolian: I'll give you "Nothing Left," but not "Colour." ::Taps his fingers together, trying to keep his poker face straight::
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@::Sitting at a small cafe on the station nursing a drink and a salad, going over some of the latest research she was able to download from the stations database::
CIV_Yn1_Ivanova says:
::Frowns at the direction of the Captain:: CO: Take the child? ::Glances around:: Alone? ::Whispers:: Sure! No problem.

Scenery:  The starbase is unusually quiet, there are few ships about.

CEO Ens McKnight says:
*EO Aguiar*: I hate handing a perfectly good ship over to starbase "engineers".
CO Cap Gomes says:
::Chuckles at Ivanova, she is ever younger in more ways than one.:: Ivanova: Thanks.
XO Cmdr Maor says:
*CTO*: Maor to Heller. 
Bolian says:
@CSO: Sorry. "Colour" or I walk.
EO Aguiar says:
::Shakes his head at McKnight and chuckles::
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
::Sitting in his office::  *XO*:  Heller here.
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Heads for the exit and from there to the docking hatch::
XO Cmdr Maor says:
*CTO*: Commander, I've been meaning to ask you if you've reached a decision regarding our new TO. ::Parts the TL:: Is now a good time to discuss things?
Adm Harlan says:
@::In her office, staring out at the stars.::
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@::Distracted by the commotion the CSO and his Bolian "friend" are making she looks up from the PADD and smiles::
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Grimaces, glancing at the station clock:: Bolian: Fine! But if the item is in anything less than pristine condition, I will find you. ::Shakes hands with the Bolian::
CIV Yn1 Ivanova says:
::Eyes the child with interest:: William: You don't still wear diapers, right? Because I don't do diapers. Or wipe things. ::Sniffs around::

ACTION:  The starbase chief engineer contacts McKnight and requests permission to come aboard and proceed.

TO LtJG Truus says:
::Stares at a bulkhead, as if trying to pierce it with his eyes::
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
*XO*:  Yes sir, now is a good time, where would you like to meet up.
XO Cmdr Maor says:
::Activates the CTO's office chime::


CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Eyes the Bolian with contempt as he exits. Henry reaches into a pocket and retrieves his combadge, attaching it to his uniform:: All: Does anyone know which gate the Seleya is docking at?
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
::Hears the chime of his door and pushes the button to open the door.::
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::Returns a message to the starbase chief engineer:: Self: Come aboard you hacks!
XO Cmdr Maor says:
::Enters the CTO's office:: CTO: Commander. ::Nods and grabs a seat in one of the available seats::
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@All: Kind of a big ship. Has armor plating.
EO Aguiar says:
::Arrives beside McKnight and peers over his shoulder:: CEO: Oh good, the starbase engineers are ready to come aboard.
CO Capt Gomes says:
@::Arrives at the station and heads for the Admiral's office:: *CIV*: Gomes to Savar.
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::Grunts and makes his way to the pool table:: EO Aguiar: Did you get the inventory done?
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
  @::Looks up as she hears the CSO's comment::  
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@CSO: I'm from the Seleya.
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
::Sets aside the padd he'd been working on::  XO:  Commander, now about our new TO.
XO Cmdr Maor says:
CTO: Indeed. Have you figured out a disciplinary action for him yet?

ACTION:  The engineering chief of the station just chuckles and with his prepared team, heads for the Seleya.


XO Cmdr Maor says:
CTO: For that matter, do you think the situation still warrants one?
William says:
Ivanova: You have been my babysitter for three years now. I know what you do. Would you prefer if I go alone?
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Smiles at the CMO, giving her the double-point:: CMO: Fantastic! Where's it parked?
EO Aguiar says:
::Rolls his eyes:: CEO: Yes, don't worry nothing will go missing, and I'm sure they'll even polish the warp core. ::Smirks::
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
XO:  As for him coming after us, I'm not sure we can truly punish him for that, from what I've come to understand he was following orders to bring those orders to us.
CIV Yn1 Ivanova says:
::Considering his offer for a few seconds:: William: Probably not. Your mom scares me. Can we go grab some ice cream there at least? ::Grabs William's coat::
CEO Ens _McKnight says:
::If it was possible for steam to exit Jake's ears it would be happening right about now after Aguiar's comment about SB engineers touching his warp core::
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@::Stands to meet the CSO::  CSO: She is in docking port 4, I am T'Rae her Chief Medical Officer ::Extends a hand and a smile as is her custom::
Amb Envoy Savar says:
*CO*: Captain?
TO LtJG Truus says:
::Looks through the viewport in his room::
XO Cmdr Maor says:
CTO: And his reluctance to perform the duties expected of every Starfleet officer, especially one stationed at tactical?
CO Capt Gomes says:
*CIV*: I am about to meet with Admiral Harlan. Can you tell the Undundians they will soon meet with Federation officials? They should get ready to disembark.
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Shakes the offered hand, giving a boyish grin:: CMO: Pleased to meet you. Out of curiosity, do you know how to treat magnesium burns?
Amb Envoy Savar says:
:: Wonders if she does not consider him a "Federation official" ::  *CO*: I will make them aware of it.  Are we certain we wish to offload the entire group, or merely a select set of representatives?
EO Heinrich says:
::Approaches McKnight with a report but sees his mood and turns to Aguiar:: EO Aguiar: Could I leave this with you?
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@CSO: I believe I do, do you have some that need attending to?
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
XO: I still need to talk with you about that, I didn't spend as much time with him on this mission as you did, very little in fact other than our first meeting.
CO Capt Gomes says:
*CIV*: I would prefer if we offload the whole group so they can wait for their people on Avalon. I will try to negotiate that with the Admiral.
EO Aguiar says:
::Nods and accepts the report::
XO Cmdr Maor says:
CTO: What do you say we try talking to him now? ::Checks his PADD:: He hasn't checked out of the airlock yet, perhaps he's still in his quarters.
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Gives a small chuckle:: CMO: Not yet, no. Name's Henry, by the way, new Science chief, kind of a jerk.
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
XO:  Sounds good sir.  ::Taps his combadge::  *TO*:  Lt. this is Cmdr Heller, report to my office.
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Rings the buzzer on the admiral's office::

ACTION:  The admiral's aide admits the captain with a polite greeting and takes her immediately into the Admiral's office.

CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@CSO: Glad to meet you Henry, what area of the sciences to you specialize?
TO LtJG Truus says:
::Hears Heller's voice on his combadge:: *CTO*: ...On my way. ::Exits his quarters::
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Nods at the aide with a whispered thank you and heads to the Admiral's office::
Adm Harlan says:
::She hears the doors close and without turning around, address Gomes::  CO:  I love the idea of time travel.  To go back into time and see what really happened or go into the future to see what is in store.  But when I find I am involved in it, as now, I hate it.  ::With a sigh she turns around with a slight smile.::
Adm Harlan says:
CO: Can I get you anything to drink?

ACTION: The engineers from the station report in and request permission to begin.




CO Capt Gomes says:
::Smiles at the Admiral who always goes directly to the point:: Adm: The problem, Admiral, is that you cannot watch without interfering. And once you interfere ... well, we get headaches. Terran Coffee please. I missed it.
TO LtJG Truus says:
::Arrives at the CTO's door and rings the chime::
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@CMO: My doctorates are in particle physics and astrophysics, but I like to dabble in a bit of everything. ::Checks the clock again:: I don't suppose you'd be willing to do me a favor.
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
*TO*: Come in.
XO Cmdr Maor says:
::Glances up from his musings at the sound of the chime::
EP Aguiar says:
::Informs the chief SB engineer he can begin::
TO LtJG Truus says:
::Enters, seeing Maor with the CTO. Nods to both and sits down::
Adm Harlan says:
::With a nod she walks over to the replicator and dials in the request, along with one of hot tea for her.  As soon as it arrives, she takes it over to the chairs around a table with a nod of the captain to join her.::
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  Which makes this rather informal.  If not for your guests, it would probably be closed.  ::Taking a sip::  Things are back to the way you remember them, correct?
FCO Ens MacArthur says:
::Lies on his couch and puts his feet up and reads a PADD on current system status, typing notes of reminder as he reads::
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Takes a seat and the coffee:: Adm: Thank you. ::Sips it::
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::Narrows his eyes at the starbase engineers:: Aloud: The ship has eyes...I'll know what goes on here.
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@::Suppresses a frown, particle physics will probably not do a whole lot to expand her research base::  CSO: What might that favor be?
XO Cmdr Maor says:
TO: Lieutenant. ::Waits for the CTO to begin::
Amb Envoy Savar says:
::Having made his way to the barrack style living the Udundians have taken up residence in for the last week, Savar speaks with their representative, explaining the current situation ::
EO Aguiar says:
::Quickly ushers McKnight out of engineering:: CEO: Let's leave the starbase engineers to their work sir.

ACTION:  The base engineers just chuckle good naturedly and continue on with their work.

CO Capt Gomes says:
Adm: As far as memory allows, yes, all details of the Federation and my life are the same. But it was clear talking to the Undundians that their past was changed. Fortunately it seems to have been changed in a good way. Ironically, the war that the army went back to prevent, never actually happened. I don't know why ... yet.
Amb Envoy Savar says:
::Leftum nods at appropriate times, and gestures as he explains his needs and demands ::
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@CMO: I'm supposed to report for duty in about an hour, and I'd like to be moved onto the ship before then. Unfortunately, I have a few more bags than I can carry alone in one trip. Would you mind giving me a hand?

CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
TO:  We need to talk about your behavior during this last mission, I've heard you showed some reluctance to doing duties that are part of your job.
EO says:
CEO: Sir, there is an incoming transmission for you, from the Starbase.
FCO Ens MacArthur says:
::Gets up and grabs his flask of coffee and whilst still reading his PADD he leaves his quarters - adding a reminder to do logs from the previous missions::
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  I understand they are willing to talk with us.  I would also like to make contact with the T'naehmshaile.  They sound like an interesting people.  Which by the way, I have something for you.  ::Hands an old box over to the Gomes.::
TO LtJG Truus says:
::Blinks:: XO/CTO: Could you elaborate on that, please?
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@CSO: Hmmm, we have barely met and already your asking me to help you move, well I wasn't doing anything but reading research reports with nothing new to really add to what I already know so sure I guess I am game.
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::Grumbles and makes his way to a wall terminal:: EO: I'll take it here, thanks.
CO Capt Gomes says:
Adm: Yes...and, with your permission,  I would like to leave the Undundian army at Avalon, under your wing... For me?
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@::Picks up the PADD from the table and slips it into her shoulder bag::
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Opens the box and picks up the letter inside::
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@CSO: I do have one condition though?  Well actually two, first I don't move pianos, and second you have to agree not to shirk your physical.
FCO Ens MacArthur says:
::One of his to do items is to test run the shuttles - a smile appeared on his face at this thought. He looks ahead and walks towards the nearest turbolift::
FCO Ens MacArthur says:
Turbolift: Main shuttlebay.
Carl Francis says:
@*CEO*: Jake!! I heard you were docked. Long time no see man!
Adm Harlan says:
CO: No problem with that.  I understand their people are on their way to pick them up.  It will be an honor to speak with them.  ::Watches curiously::  That box has been in holding for a couple of centuries, as I understand it.
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Sighs reading the letter:: Adm: Did you read it?
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Opens his mouth as if to say something, then stops himself:: CMO: Are we technically on duty? I was gonna take the opportunity to make a pass at you, but, um... Well, never mind. ::Glances about awkwardly before moving to leave the cafe::
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::Blinks:: *Carl Francis*: Carl? What are you doing on Avalon?
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Hands the letter over to the Admiral:: Adm: How did they know where to send it?
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  No, though I felt my fingers itching each time I saw it.
Carl Francis says:
@*CEO*: I am on leave from Jupiter station and I thought I would check out the fringes of known space. And here ho, I find your ship! I don't understand how you can live with such backward technology as a Starfleet ship.
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@::Blushes slightly::  CSO: Since you don't report for an hour, and I am on R&R, I would say we are not on duty ::Makes to follow him out.:: As for the pass, many men have tried and failed, but it is always interesting to see new attempts.
XO Cmdr Maor says:
TO: Lieutenant, on our second week on the planet you were given word to assist the CEO with infiltrating a group. Do you remember what was your response?
CO Capt Gomes says:
Adm: Please do read it. You are right. We should make contact with the T'naehmshaile. To understand the extent of our meddling.
Adm Harlan says:
::Reads the letter::  CO:  I believe I would have liked to meet this Khua.   ::Handing it back::  The Federation is large... I can imagine a couple of scenarios of how they knew of us... especially in the past century.
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::Frowns:: *Carl Francis*: Pffft stations are as dull as Vulcan stag party, ships are the way to go.
CO Capt Gomes says:
Adm: If you don't mind, I would like to contact Envoy Savar and ask him to disembark the army. Would you like to see the army leader?
TO LtJG Truus says:
::Frowns, can't remember exactly:: XO: I believe I pointed out that I was not very good at infiltrating.
Carl Francis says:
@*CEO*: But you are far away from everything man! ::Approaches the screen and speaks lower:: CEO: Listen, I have something you have to see...it is ... brilliant!
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Glances back to the CMO with a slight smirk:: CMO: You may want to take that back. I can be fairly relentless. ::Boards a nearby turbolift::
FCO Ens MacArthur says:
::Arriving at shuttlebay he climbs up to the launch bay and passing one of his supervisors he asks:: Crewman Lewis: Fancy a trip?
XO Cmdr Maor says:
::Glances at the direction of the CTO:: TO: Lieutenant, how did you come about becoming a Tactical Officer?
SO Lt Rose says:
*CSO*: This is Lieutenant Rose.  I thought you might like to know your quarters are ready.  Most of the staff are on the station, but we are ready for your arrival when you get here.
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: *Carl*: You've peeked my interest. Where are you?

ACTION:  Led by Leftum, the Udundian army quietly leaves the Seleya.

Crewman Lewis says:
::Looks on to MacArthur as he enters the launch bay:: FCO: Sir?
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  When we are done, yes.
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@CSO: In all honesty, I do not have much time for romantic encounters, probably one of the few traits I inherited from my father, He was Vulcan, but my mother was Human.  ::Joins him in the TL::
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::seems to jump at the sound of his combadge; he taps it and speaks:: *SO*: Thank you, Lieutenant. A somewhat large package should arrive at some point. If I'm not there when it arrives, hold the delivery person until I can inspect it.
Carl Francis says:
@*CEO*: My quarters are on Deck 4, suite number 7. Aren't you happy you still have friends in high places?


TO LtJG Truus says:
XO: ...I don't know, honestly. It was my third choice. A mix-up in the Personnel department, maybe. But I'm doing my best. I'm sorry if it isn't enough.
SO Lt Rose says:
*CSO*:  Understood, sir.
FCO Ens MacArthur says:
::As MacArthur enters the flight plan, drinking his coffee, he responds:: Crewman_Lewis: Just a quick shuttle check near the station
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Gives the CMO a sidelong glance:: CMO: That just sounds like a challenge. Tell me, are you much for music?
XO Cmdr Maor says:
::Studies the TO for a few seconds:: TO: If given the option, what position would have suited you better then?
CEO Ens McKnight says:
*Carl*: I’m on my way, and aren't you lucky to still have friends who'll listen to you...
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Nods:: Adm: We promised the Undundians we would mediate peace between them and the T'naehmshaile. Will Starfleet honor that promise?
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
::Hears the TO's response and raises his eyebrow, not liking the answer much::
Carl Francis says:
@::Laughs and switches off the screen::
FCO Ens MacArthur says:
::Raising the prepared craft from the garage at the bottom of the bay, MacArthur and Lewis climb down and enter the craft, preparing for launch::
TO LtJG Truus says:
XO: I was OPS on my last assignment. I also have experience at Flight Control and Engineering.
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@CSO: I enjoy and old earth form of music known as Celtic, that is thanks to my mother, and some Klingon Operas.
CEO Ens McKnight says:
::Makes his way to the nearest docking port::
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  Yes.  And for now, all your information is classified, including these two races.  You have been given an invite from the T'naehmshaile.  You are granted to do so when you are ready.  Just let me know.
Lt Leftum says:
Amb:  You have become very quiet.  And I have become very nervous.
CO Capt Gomes says:
Adm: Understood. I think I need to put my head in order before talking to the T'naehmshaile again.
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  I figured as much.
Amb Envoy Savar says:
Leftum: What makes you nervous?
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@::Steps off the turbolift as they reach his deck:: CMO: Could I perhaps convince you to visit my quarters during your off-duty hours tomorrow? I have a large selection of vinyl records from the late 20th Century that I think you'll love. I promise not to have too many candles.
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Smiles briefly:: Adm: I think all my crew needs some rest but I think we are all ready for a new assignment.
Lt Leftum says:
Amb:  The unknown without the safety net of the familiar.  Somehow, walking through the gateway was not real, more like a dream.  But we have spent a week with you and now we walk onto an alien environment with only words to keep us safe.

CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
::Glances at the XO then back to the TO::  TO:  Are you willing to put in the work to become a good tactical office?  Or should we be looking at getting you a transfer.
TO LtJG Truus says:
::Clears his throat:: XO/CTO: But I don't mean to say that I'm unwilling to be a Tactical officer. Like I said, I've been doing my best and will continue to.
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  You know your crew best.  How much time do you require?
CO Capt Gomes says:
Adm: Another week here at the Starbase would be more than enough.
CEO Ens McKnight says:
@::Exits the Seleya and enters Avalon station::
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@::Smiles as her thoughts briefly turn to David::  CSO: I do not think that would be appropriate, although it does sound intriguing
Amb Envoy Savar says:
Leftum: It is often difficult to make the necessary leaps that trust requires.
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  Granted.  At the end of the week you will have new orders.  Something... less mind boggling?  :: smiles::
FCO Ens MacArthur says:
COM: Avalon: This is shuttle Cochrane on the Seleya requesting clearance for test flight.
Lt Leftum says:
Amb: I seem to be leaping all the time, especially from the moment I agreed to come back with you.  ::Stops on the downward ramp to see security officers waiting for them.::  Will you be staying long?
CO Capt Gomes says:
::Smiles:: Adm: I would very much appreciate that.
CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
TO: If you are going to stay at tactical I'm going to be pushing you very hard, you'll be working your normal shift as well as putting in some overtime either with myself or some of my other officers, training in weapons, infiltration etc, everything you need to know to perform you duties.
CSO LtJG Sumner says:
@CMO: Psh. Life... ::Glances to the CMO again:: Well, human life tends to be too short to worry about "appropriateness." I won't force the issue, however. ::Gives another grin, before stopping at a door and punching in a code::
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  I understand.  ::Stands up::  If you need someone to talk to about your previous adventure, or if any of those involved do, I am here.  Otherwise, enjoy your time off.
TO LtJG Truus says:
CTO: Yes sir, I understand. I'll do whatever it takes.
Amb Envoy Savar says:
Leftum: I am also uncertain what my future holds.  I am willing and able to assist you as necessary, though.
CO Capt Gomes says:
Adm: Thank you Admiral ::Gets up:: Adm: Everything will be in my report...and thanks for coffee ::Nods and waits to be dismissed::
Lt Leftum says:
::Turns and gives a small smile::  Amb:  While you are alien, you have become familiar and the one thing I can find ground on.  I appreciate more then I can say your help the past week and I sincerely look forward to a continued friendship.
CMO Ltjg TRae says:
@::Wishes she could tell the CSO that her heart belongs to another, even though neither of them would dare to admit it even to each other::
Adm Harlan says:
CO:  Please inform my aide I am willing to see Lieutenant Leftum now.


CTO Lt Cmdr Heller says:
TO:  I will begin to work on a schedule for your training, I will push you very hard especially at the beginning.  ::Turns to the XO::  XO:  Does that work for you commander.
CO Capt Gomes says:
Adm: Admiral ::Nods and leaves::
XO Cmdr Maor says:
::Nods at the direction of the CTO::

<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>

